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COMPOSITE WIND TOWER SYSTEMS AND METHODS OF

MANUFACTURE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to composite fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) wind

tower systems and methods of manufacture. More particularly, the present invention

relates to a composite FRP wind tower system including a plurality of tower cells for

functional engagement with adjacent tower cells along mating surfaces to form a tower

section, each tower cell including a lower end and an upper end for telescopic engagement

with a tower cell of an adjacent tower section.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Wind energy is the world's fastest growing energy source and is already a major source of

energy across Europe. By the end of 2002, Europe was producing approximately 75% of

the world's total wind energy, while Canada produced only 0.4% (Jacob, 2003).

Technological advancements over the last 25 years have resulted in significant reduction

in the cost of wind generated energy from 38 US cents (per kWh) in 1982 to between 4

and 6 US cents (per kWh) in 2001 (Jacob, 2003). According to Marsh (2001), this

dramatic decrease is mainly due to the use of composite materials for the construction of

lighter rotor blades. Indeed, composite materials are slowly finding their way into more

and more applications in wind generator nacelles, cabins, fairings and parts of towers.

Industry estimates suggest that 80,000 tons of finished composites will be required

annually by 2005 for rotor blades alone.

Composite materials have the potential to decrease the total weight of the wind towers,

leading to substantial saving in transportation and erection costs, making wind energy

more affordable for remote and rural communities where the number of s required is

usually small. In a white paper published by WindTower Composites (2003), it was

reported that the cost of composite towers, based on a 2-unit wind farm, is 38 % less than

the cost of steel towers. For a 25-unit wind farm, the cost of composite towers is 28% less



than steel towers. Thus, even though the cost of composite materials per unit weight is

higher than that of steel, the lower total weight of composite towers compared to steel,

results in lower transportation and erection costs. Furthermore, the cost advantage for steel

has been eroding over the last year as the price of steel in the world market has increased,

while the cost of composite materials has been steadily decreasing. As a result, research in

the development of composite wind towers has begun in earnest both in the United States

and Europe (DOE, 2003; CORDIS, 2003).

The use of wind energy in rural communities will often provide significant economic

advantages over conventional power generating systems. For example, Cambridge Bay,

Nunavut is a community of about 1,200 people, located on the south shore of Victoria

Island in the Canadian Arctic. Electrical power is provided by diesel shipped in from Hay

River by barge in the summer. The results from an NRCan study, indicate that conversion

to wind power would displace about 300,000 litres of fuel per year. At 1999 fuel prices,

this translates to an annual saving of $258,000 in fuel costs.

The application of composite wind towers, however, is not limited to remote areas. As the

cost of steel continues to rise and as towers become larger, high materials costs, coupled

with high transportation and erection costs, makes composite materials more attractive for

the construction of small wind farms.

As a result, there has been a need for the construction of lightweight and more durable

wind towers made of composite materials where transportation and erection problems

make the use of heavy equipment difficult and in offshore regions where corrosion is of

major concern.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to obviate or mitigate at least one disadvantage of

previous wind tower systems.



In a first aspect, the present invention provides a composite FRP wind tower system

comprising a plurality of tower cells for functional engagement with adjacent tower cells

along mating surfaces to form a tower section. Each tower cell includes a lower end and an

upper end for telescopic engagement with a tower cell of an adjacent tower section.

Other aspects and features of the present invention will become apparent to those

ordinarily skilled in the art upon review of the following description of specific

embodiments of the invention in conjunction with the accompanying figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of example only,

with reference to the attached Figures, wherein:

Figure IA is a side view of an assembled composite tower in accordance with the

invention;

Figure IB is a top view of an assembled composite tower in accordance with the

invention;

Figure 1C is a bottom view of an assembled composite tower in accordance with

the invention;

Figure ID is a cross-sectional view of a joint between an upper and a lower cell in

accordance with the invention;

Figure 2 is schematic side and cross-sectional diagram of a mandrel system in

accordance with the invention;

Figure 3 is a schematic cross-sectional diagram of a mandrel system in a closed

and open position in accordance with the invention;

Figure 4 shows top, side and cross-sectional views of a composite tower

foundation in accordance with the invention; and,

Figures 5A-5G show the assembly process of composite tower in accordance with

the invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Generally, the present invention relates to a composite FRP wind tower system, methods

of manufacture and assembly. The wind tower system includes tower cells assembled to

form a tower section and a foundation system.

Tower Cells and Tower Sections

Tower cells and tower sections are shown in Figures IA- ID. A tower section 10 includes a

number of identical tower cells 10a assembled to form a tower section. Tower sections are

interconnected to form a tower 12.

Individual tower cells are generally trapezoidal in cross section and tapered from one end

to the other as shown in Figures IB and 1C. The number, size, and taper of the individual

tower cells used to assemble a tower section will depend on the desired design and

required loading conditions, height and application of the tower.

Individual tower cells are fabricated from resin impregnated fibers such as glass and/or

carbon fibers. The orientation of the fibers may be varied to impart particular design

characteristics to the tower, including strength and stiffness, as may be determined through

a computer model described in Applicant's copending US provisional application entitled

"Design System for Composite Wind Towers" filed concurrently on July 25, 2005 and

incorporated herein by reference.

Fabrication of Tower Cells

Individual tower cells for a given tower section are fabricated using filament winding on a

mandrel. Separate tower sections utilize different mandrels.

Each tower cell has an upper and a lower end having male and female fittings respectively.

The lower end is designed and fabricated as a female end so as to telescopically engage

with the male end of the cell below, as shown in Figure ID. In a preferred embodiment,



the degree of overlap length between two cells of adjacent tower sections 10, 10' is

approximately 10% of the length of a tower cell.

Tower cells are fabricated on a support mandrel 20 as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

mandrel preferably incorporates a self-extraction mechanism to facilitate removal of the

tower cell from the mandrel. The self-extraction mechanism includes a threaded shaft and

nut within the mandrel to enable the linear extension of the mandrel within a cured tower

cell. Prior to fabricating the individual cells, several coats of a mold cleaner, a mold sealer,

and a releasing agent are applied to the surface of the mandrel and polished. Mylar sheets

are also wrapped around the mandrel to facilitate removal of the finished cell.

The fiber layer sequence of filament winding is predetermined through a computer model

as per the design criteria. The fibers are saturated with resin and wrapped using a robotic

filament winder. Unidirectional glass or carbon fibers are placed either through the

filament winding process or alternatively by using mats (0 degree fibers) cut to required

length and saturated with resin. Once the fabric is saturated with resin, the fabric is rolled

in the longitudinal direction and unrolled onto the mandrel. This technique may be used to

provide 0 degree fiber orientation in the absence of a filament winding machine capable of

placing fibers in the longitudinal (0 degrees) direction. A saturated glass fiber string may

be used to hold the fabric in place during winding. Finally, circumferential layers (ie 90

degree layers) of resin-saturated glass or carbon fibers are wound. The finished cells

remain on the mandrel until curing is complete. Once the cells are cured, they are removed

from the mandrel by a mandrel removal process as described above.

An individual tower section will be preferably assembled from 8-12 identical tower cells

and more preferably from 8 tower cells.

Wind Tower Foundation

The tower cells and tower sections are erected on a wind tower foundation 30 designed to

provide a stable and firm support to the composite tower, while also allowing fast erection

of the tower. An example of a foundation for composite towers comprises a hollow



concrete base having solid male inserts 30a designed to receive the base of individual

tower cells, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The wind tower foundation includes a ground contacting base 30b and a wall 30c and roof

30d structure for supporting the male inserts 30a. An access door 3Oe is provided to enable

access to the interior to the structure. The roof also includes a through hole 30f, to enable

cables from the nacelle to pass through the roof to the foundation. Individual cells are

secured to the foundation by a layer of epoxy and a tight fit with the concrete male inserts.

Installation Process

During installation, the cells of the lower section are individually placed onto the

reinforced concrete foundation, as shown in Figures 5A-5G. Epoxy resin, preferably

thickened with silica powder, is applied on the vertical contact surfaces of each cell before

the next tower cell is inserted onto the foundation such that each successive cell becomes

bonded to its two adjacent tower cells. The same process is used until all cells of the first

section are installed. As a result, all cells of a tower section are adhered to one another

along each mating surface.

A steel strap may be optionally used at the middle of the lower section to hold the lower

tower cells in place during curing and before an upper section of cells are installed. The

same procedure used in the lower section is repeated for the upper section. Epoxy resin is

also preferably applied within the sleeves of the cells in the lower section, as shown in

Figure 5d, before the cells of the upper section are installed. Multiple steel straps are

preferably placed at different locations along the height of the tower to hold the cells in

position until curing is complete. The steel straps are removed after the tower cells have

cured.

Finally, layers of bi-directional resin-saturated fiber tape are wrapped around the tower at

the base and at the joints to provide additional confinement at the joints.



The above-described embodiments of the present invention are intended to be examples

only. Alterations, modifications and variations may be effected to the particular

embodiments by those of skill in the art without departing from the scope of the invention,

which is defined solely by the claims appended hereto.



CLAIMS

1. A composite fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) wind tower system comprising:

a plurality of tower cells for functional engagement with adjacent tower

cells along mating surfaces to form a tower section, each tower cell

including a lower end and an upper end for telescopic engagement with a

tower cell of an adjacent tower section.

2. A composite FRP wind tower system as in claim 1 wherein each tower cell has a

trapezoidal cross section.

3. A composite FRP wind tower system as in any one of claims 1-2 wherein each

tower cell is tapered from the lower end to the upper end.

4. A composite FRP wind tower system as in any one of claims 1-3 wherein the

degree of overlap between two adjacent tower sections is 10% of the cell length.

5. A composite FRP wind tower system as in any one of claims 1-4 wherein each

tower cell section includes 8-12 tower cells.

6. A composite FRP wind tower system as in any one of claims 1-5 wherein each

tower cell is bonded to an adjacent tower cell during assembly of each tower

section.

7. A composite FRP wind tower system as in any one of claims 1-6 wherein each

tower section has a hollow centre after assembly.

8. A composite FRP wind tower system as in any one of claims 1-7 further

comprising a foundation, the foundation including a base for engagement with a

supporting surface and a plurality of upwardly projecting inserts, each insert for

mating engagement with the lower end of a tower cell.



. A composite FRP wind tower system as in claim 8 wherein the base includes a

wall and roof system defining an access room, the roof system for supporting the

plurality of inserts and wherein the roof system includes an opening for operative

communication with the interior of an assembled tower section.

10. A method of manufacturing a tower cell comprising the steps of:

a) wrapping a tapered trapezoidal mandrel with a plurality of layers of

resin-impregnated fibers;

b) allowing the resin-impregnated fibers to cure to form a cured tower

cell; and,

c) removing the cured tower cell from the mandrel.

11. A method as in claim 10 wherein the layers of resin-impregnated fibers are

oriented at 0-90 degrees with respect to the longitudinal access of the mandrel.

12. A mandrel used for manufacturing a tower cell as defined in claim 1, the mandrel

including a linear extension system to facilitate the removal of the mandrel from a

cured tower cell.
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